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Supplemental Table 1. Characterization of human and mouse CYP3A, PXR and CAR 

genotypes in hCYP3A-NOG and NOG mice.  

Genes Primers Product size 

CAR forward CTC AAC TCC TCC CAC ATT CAG 

mutant GCA AAC GGA CAG ATG GGA C 

reverse TGC TCT TGA CTA ATG GGC CTG 

663 bp wild type allele  

369 bp mutant allele. 

 

PXR 

mutant 

forward GGA CTT GCC CAT CGA GGA  

reverse ACA GGA TGG AGG GGC AGC 

332 bp mutant allele 

PXR  

wild type 

forward GCT TCT CAT TTC TCC CTC GTG 

reverse TGA TCC TTT CCT GGG CAG C 

700 bp wild type allele 

CYP 

mutant 

forward CTT GCC CAC GCC TATGTC C 

reverse CAA TGG AAC AGA ACA GAG CCC 

285 bp mutant allele 

CYP 

wild type 

forward TCA TCT CCT CCT TTC CCA GC 

reverse CTT CCA GTT GTG CTT TGT GC 

427 bp wild type allele 
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Supplemental Fig. 1. Examples of genotyping for human CAR, CYP3A4 and PXR genes. A, 
The PCR genotyping assay for the CAR allele uses a duplex PCR (three primers in one reaction 
to amplify both mutant and wild type alleles) whereas the assays for PXR and CYP34A4 required 
two separate PCRs to amplify mutant and wild type alleles. Control samples: wt; wild type mouse, 
+; known homozygous mutant mouse carrying human genes. For CAR allele, the PCR bands of 
369 bp and 663 bp represent human (mutant) and mouse (wild type) alleles respectively. The 
heterozygous samples show amplification of both sized bands. B, For CYP3A4 allele, PCR bands 
of 285 bp and 427 bp represent human (mutant) and mouse (wild type) alleles respectively. The 
heterozygous samples show amplification of both sized bands. C, For PXR allele, PCR bands of 
332 bp and 700 bp represent human (mutant) and mouse (wild type) alleles respectively. The 
heterozygous samples show amplification of both sized bands.   
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Supplemental Fig. 2. Animal body weights. A, Mice with human CYP3A4 and nuclear receptor 
genes (hCYP3A) showed lower body weight compare to the parent NOG strain (n=7 - 8 per strain 
and sex). B, Mice with human genes (hCYP3A) treated intramuscularly with 20 or 50 mg/kg 
nanoATV/r or 50 mg/kg nanoATV on days 0, 3, 7, 14 and 21 showed no changes in body weight 
at the end of the study. NOG males lost 6.8 % and females lost 8.6 % body weight. N=12 (treated 
males); N=8 (treated females). Before treatment - solid bars; after treatment - hatched bars. Data 
are expressed as mean +/- SD. *, Significantly different than parent strain (A), and respectively 
treated mice of parent strain (B) using one-way ANOVA and Sidak’s multiple comparison test. 
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Supplemental Fig. 3. Mouse body weights during nanoART treatment. hCYP3A-NOG mice 
and NOG mice that were treated intramuscularly with 20 mg/kg nanoATV/r or 50 mg/kg nanoATV 
on days 0, 3, 7 and 14 did not show changes in body weight by day 21. hCYP3A-NOG males and 
females treated with 50 mg/kg nanoATV/r experienced no change in body weight during the study. 
NOG males treated with 50 mg/kg nanoATV/r initially lost 19% of body weight at day 7 but then 
recovered by day 21 to be within 6.8% of their original weight. NOG females treated with 50 mg/kg 
nanoATV/r showed a slight decrease in body weight by day 21 (8.6%). N=4/5: all males; N=2-3: 
all females. Data are expressed as mean +/- SD.  
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Supplemental Fig. 4. The representative hepatic histology: At the end of observation liver tissue 
samples were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin. A & B, Normal liver 
from untreated control hCYP3A and NOG males, respectively; C & D, Liver from hCYP3A and 
NOG males administered 50 mg/kg nanoATV/r; E & F, Liver from hCYP3A and NOG males 
administered 50 mg/kg nanoATV; Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of 5 micron-thick 
sections (bar 100 µm). There are no pathological changes; livers showed normal lobular 
architecture with central vein and radiating hepatic cords. 
 


